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Oil price news today

CONTENT SPONSORED: PIMCO UPDATE Jan. 29, 2016 4:31 pm ET / Original Jan. 29, 2016 1:43 pm Order ET Reprints Printed The Narrative Item Fish Which pushed oil to $30 a barrel could produce prices even lower in the coming months. But positive signs are merged. Indeed, we think that this is
the beginning of the end, not at the end of the beginning. Oil prices have been falling about 20% this year for a myriad of stimulus: concerns about Chinese growth, a deseleration of manufacturing in the U.S., oil temperatures in key Northern Hemisphere oil-consumption regions and the return of Iranian oil
production to global markets. Combined these with a boost to the U.S. dollar and it's no surprise that oil analysts have rapidly revised down their forecast. However, three factors suggest reason for optimism: Although demand has slowed from high growth rates during the summer due to hot weather and
weakened Chinese activity, global refined product demand remained quite robust by historical standards. Consumption of gasoline and fuel jets, supported by lower prices, has more than pockets offset at weakness. On the net, global demand growth is not consistent with this fish narrative. Scattered
between the prompt deals (e.g., March 2016) and the longest ones containing dates (e.g., December 2018) were narrowly modestly for Brent crude oil. Typically, when oil prices fall, especially because of demand weakness or oversupplied markets, prices nearby decline more than long-lasting deals.
Lately, though, near-term deals have fallen less than longer dated stocks. Drivers include long-term selling pressure dates by credit bank offices that featured increased their exposure to oil producers and credit and equity fund selling reducing heart risk. Importantly, however, this is not related to a forward
view on which prices would sway supply and demand or where prices will be in six months. We believe that for the market to make new bars, the front of the curve should lead the way. However, with refined winter maintenance, therefore reducing the oil conditions, there is a real risk for another few
months of a lower spike, before balance begins to bolster the middle of the second quarter. Lastly – and probably the most iced challenge of this narrative – is that as oil has moderate lower in recent months, WTI prices (West Texas Intermediate) have rallied quickly compared with other recovery oils and
now order a premium to Brent starting mid-summer. This award was common before 2010 and the revolution in oil shale. WTI needed a premium to motivate imports from the United States and to pay for oil shipping to the U.S. Gulf Coast to cushion, Oklahoma, where the Mercantile deal New York
Mercantile is priced. One possible explanation: U.S. production declines will be so large that the country will now need to import more additional pony oil Indeed, there are signs that onshore production is falling sharp. The monthly data, although well-laged, showed that U.S. onshore production has
declined for seven consecutive months, reducing output by some 600,000 barrels per day annualized. Through October, the suggested data providers have responded significantly at lower cost – but are still in an insufficient patient to quickly repair the global balance. Latest weekly data indicates
production is down relative to last year, quite a remarkable change. More importantly, though, corporate income and early current 2016 capital expenditures and production guidance suggest production declines will start to accelerate. Guidelines for exploration and production companies involving U.S.
total production could contract by mid-single digits on average this year, accelerating at a double-digit pace by the end of years – despite continuous growth in offshore production by commissioned projects when prices were higher. In short, the movements in the curve and the award of WTI against Brent
are both consistent with the narrative of an ever-oversupplied market that needs to lower the key prices. With recent production refunds at recent prices – due to lag between investment decisions, actual investments and consecutive production – and the inability of the producers designed to produce
forward, production declines will only accelerate. In our view, this lacks the basis for price upgrading and making that material. We believe WTI will need to average around $50 a barrel stabilizing production. Even with gains in efficiency, prices would need to be even higher for production increases. But by
2017, we think the global oil market will need to call on American supplies once again. For insights into these macroeconomic factors that affect markets and investors, please stay tuned with the PIMCO Blog. Mr. Sharenow is an executive vice president of the Newport Beach office and a portfolios
manager focused on real estate. This material contains the actual views of the author, but not necessarily the ones of PIMCO and these views are subject to change without notice. This material was distributed for informational purposes only and should not be considered as investment advice or a
recommendation of any particular security, strategy or investment product. The information contained here was found in sources believing to be reliable, but not guaranteed. No part of this material may be reproduced in any form, or referred to in any other publication, without express written permission.
PIMCO is a trademark of Allianz Asset Management in L.P. America in the United States and throughout the world. ©2016, PIMCO PIMCO provides services exclusively to qualified institutions and investors. This is not an offer for anyone in any jurisdiction where unlawful or unprotected. | Pacific
Investment Management Company LLC, 650 Newport Center Drive, Newport CA 92660 is settlement by the United States Securities and Exchange Commission. | PIMCO Asia Pte Ltd (501 Orchard Road #09-03, Wheelock Place, Singapore 23880, Registration No. 199804652K) controlled by the
Monetary Authority in Singapore as a holder of a capital market license and an exempt financial advisor. Assets management services and investment products are not available to people where the affinity of these services and these products are not authorized. | PIMCO Asia Limited (Suite 2201, 22nd
Floor, Two International Finance Center, No. 8 Finance Street, Central, Hong Kong) licensed by Security and Next Commission for Type 1, 4 and 9 proceeding activities under their safety and future ordinances. Assets management services and investment products are not available to people where the
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increase Thursday with escalation of violence in Libya and horrified markets at still higher oil prices. Brent crude reached as high as $119 on Thursday before pulling back to $114. The U.S. break was above $101 in pre-market trading. The only event that seems to fear markets as much as political events
in the Middle East spread in Saudi Arabia is perhaps even $5 -- gasoline at the pump in the U.S. state. Fears are continuing to increase on Thursday morning. Goldman Sachs warned of fears of global oil shortage as a trigger for a continued operation in oil prices. BNP Paribas raised the second quarter
2011 average oil priced to $105 for U.S. crust and $117 to carry crude. Italy's CEO Eni (E) – Finding Reports, the most exposed to Libyan production among foreign oil companies, said Thursday that libyan oil production declined by 75%. The surge in Brent crude and future U.S. oil is continuing to put
new high and memory evoke in oil prices seen in days leading up the fall of the 2008 financial crisis. For investors, the simplified mention of the fall in 2008 could create queasiness in the sale. It was July 2008 when oil hit a record price of $147, and it was shortly after that, in the fall of 2008, which the
markets really fell. Sure, there was little so called the Lehman Brothers brikruptcy and financial crisis that caused market implosion. However, for some market punishment, former CIBC World Markets Chief Economist Jeff Rubin, it's the price of collapsing oil that has the long-alight stretch of the global
economy. The year began with energy comments about oil easily exceeded the $100 mark, yet the optimistic outlook for crude was not linked to a potential slow in the global economy until the Middle East institutes, and now the market jitters are apparent as oil prices hit levels not seen right before the
2008 crash. But oil price comments like Jeff Rubin have made the case since the fall of 2008 that the global economy has done nothing of de-link itself from rising prices of oil. As long as transport is dependent on oil, a higher cost of oil is integrated into the global economy and ultimately will lead to
significant shock for the system. Indeed, market comments began to speculate this week that OPEC would step into adding production and keeping oil in a range between $90 and $100. FT reported on Thursday that Saudi Arabia is considering increasing its oil production centers on various Countries
Saoudi's oil exports intended for Asia to Europe, or potentially sending more oil to Asia while African oil is usually sent to Asia's countryside is diverted to Europe. Oil is nowhere near $147 per barrel price (again), but the first true oil oil will spare up for retirement and the surge in oil prices this week raised
the question of how high oil prices will again, and whether it will lead to a global economic slow, and this time , without even requiring mortgage assistance? The equity markets have solar cuts this week in a classic flying of securities, as investors clearly reflected fears that oil prices could eventually put
the brake on the global economy recovery. The winds of policy change across Africa and the Middle East have crushed fears of global oil disruption, with prices higher breaking. But it wasn't until the Libyan situation fell into chaos that the fears became tangible in terms of oil production and the impact of
oil exports. Take Egypt where historical events take place. But in a country that is an oil trap. There were fears that a Suez Canal closed in Egypt, and some specific energy companies and production in Egypt had caught up in the headlines, but at least so far, the Egyptian political crisis hasn't been an
energy-sector crisis. By contrast, either way the data flows, oil is a bigger deal for the global markets. Libya exports approximately 1.7million barrels of oil per day, according to Energy Agency (IEA), making it the third largest oil market in Africa. Europe, with European oil and gas companies, are heavily
invested in Libyan's oil production and export markets. Italy and Ireland, for instance, got 22% and 23%, respectively, to import religious oils from Libya in 2010, according to IEA data. Overall, Europe welcomes 85% of Libyan oil exports; China received 3% of cruise import from Libya in 2010, according to
the IEA. The European oil company, led by Repsol Eni and Spain's (REP) has exposed to Italy that Europe's reliance ice on Libyan oil. Italy's Eni is the largest European oil producer in Libya. Repsol closed its Libyan operations this week, citing closed ports. Royal Dutch Shell (RDS. A) Pulling all of its
workers out of Libya this week.China National Petroleum Reported on Thursday that its Libyan offices were attacked and evacuated employees. For Libya, crude oil and gas exports are expected to account for 95% of export earnings and 80% of fiscal revenues through 2014, according to the
International Moers Fund. Libya is also the first OPEC country to suffer an oil production disruption as a result of the latest political crisis in South Africa and the Middle East. International energy agency (IEA) said on Monday that output of nearly 50,000 barrels of oil each day was closed as a result of the
political crisis in Libya. The IEA said it will discuss this week tapping strategic equipment to make any lack of libyan production. OPEC would be expected to cover any oil production caused by the political disturbance in Libya. Oil prices are the history markets this week with raising the question, How high
is oil prices rising in 2011? Take our poll below to see what TheStreet thinks.... - written by Eric Rosenbaum from New York.&gt;To contact the writing in this article, click here: Eric Rosenbaum. &gt;To follow the writer on Twitter, go to Eric Rosenbaum. Rosenbaum.
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